
Ethnomethodological and Conversation
Analytic Approaches to Law: Unveiling the
Underlying Social Dynamics
In the field of law, understanding the social dynamics that shape legal practices
and interactions is of utmost importance. Two notable approaches –
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis – provide insightful perspectives
into the study of law, emphasizing the everyday practices and discursive patterns
that shape legal proceedings and institutions. In this article, we delve into the
concepts and methodologies of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis,
exploring their relevance and applicability in the realm of law and socio-legal
studies.

The Foundations of Ethnomethodology

Ethnomethodology, a sociological approach developed by Harold Garfinkel in the
1960s, focuses on the everyday methods people employ to create and maintain
the social order. The central premise of ethnomethodology is that social order is
an accomplishment that individuals continuously construct through their
interactions and shared understandings.

When applied to the study of law, ethnomethodology unveils how legal
professionals and ordinary individuals navigate legal environments, examining
the implicit norms and practices that govern legal interactions. This approach
aims to break away from the conventional understanding of law as a set of rigid
rules and instead focuses on the practical accomplishment of legal activities.
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Investigating Legal Conversations with Conversation Analysis

Conversation analysis, a methodological approach developed by Harvey Sacks in
the 1960s, studies the organization and structure of social interactions. By
analyzing the sequential and turn-taking nature of conversations, conversation
analysis sheds light on the interpretive practices involved in the production and
understanding of utterances.

In the context of law, conversation analysis provides valuable insights into legal
conversations, such as those between lawyers and clients, witnesses and judges,
or police officers and suspects. By closely examining the micro-interactions within
legal contexts, conversation analysis uncovers the intricate ways in which legal
professionals and individuals construct meaning and negotiate understanding.

Applying Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis to Law

The application of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis to law offers a
fresh perspective that challenges traditional understandings of legal practices. By
directing attention to the social dimensions of law, these approaches aim to
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enhance our understanding of the underlying dynamics that shape legal
frameworks and institutions.

One key aspect that both approaches emphasize is the role of language in legal
interactions. Ethnomethodological and conversation analytic studies highlight how
legal professionals use language strategically to establish authority, negotiate
power differentials, and construct cases. Analyses of courtroom discourse, for
example, reveal the complex ways in which lawyers engage in persuasive speech
acts and create persuasive narratives to influence legal proceedings.

Moreover, these approaches unravel the complexity of legal decision-making
processes. Instead of viewing legal judgments as solely based on objective rules
and precedents, ethnomethodology and conversation analysis illuminate how
judges, through their conversational practices, draw upon social and cultural
considerations, personal experiences, and relational dynamics to reach their
decisions.

Implications for Socio-Legal Studies

Ethnomethodology and conversation analysis have substantial implications for
socio-legal studies, offering a framework to study the interplay between law and
society. By highlighting the socially constructed nature of legal practices, these
approaches challenge the notion of a fixed and unchanging legal system,
emphasizing the dynamic and contingent nature of legal phenomena.

These approaches also shed light on the ways in which power and social
inequalities manifest within legal settings. Ethnomethodological and conversation
analytic studies have unraveled how social hierarchies, such as gender, race, and
class, influence legal interactions and outcomes. By uncovering the subtle



mechanisms through which power operates in legal proceedings, these analyses
contribute to a deeper understanding of the social dimensions of justice.

Ethnomethodology and conversation analysis provide valuable lenses through
which to examine law and its socio-legal implications. By focusing on the
everyday practices and discursive patterns within legal environments, these
approaches reveal the underlying social dynamics that shape legal proceedings
and institutions. As legal scholars continue to embrace these analytical tools, our
understanding of law as a socially constructed and dynamic phenomenon will
undoubtedly deepen, enriching our grasp of the intricacies of the legal world.
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Ethnomethodologists and Conversation Analysts have always been interested in
the study of law and legal institutions and there is now a large body of empirical
studies, representing a range of analytic traditions in each field. This collection
introduces this literature and the research questions pursued by
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ethnomethodologists and conversation analysts, in an accessible form to a
general audience in the inter-disciplinary field of law and society studies.
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